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Abstract In this paper, we present a visionary concept referred to as Collaborative and
Cognitive Network Platforms (CCNPs) as a future-proof solution for creating a dependable,
self-organizing and self-managing communication substrate for effective ICT solutions to
societal problems. CCNP creates a cooperative communication platform to support critical
services across a range of business sectors. CCNP is based on the personal network (PN)
technology which is an inherently cooperative environment prototyped in the Dutch Free-
band PNP2008 and the European Union IST MAGNET projects. In CCNP, the cognitive
control plane strives to exploit the resources to better satisfy the requirements of networked
applications. CCNP facilitates collaboration inherently. Through cognition in the cognitive
control plane, CCNP becomes a self-managed substrate. The self-managed substrate, in this
paper, is defined as cognitive and collaborative middleware on which future applications run
without user intervention. Endemic sensor networks may be incorporated into the CCNP
concept to feed its cognitive control plane. In this paper, we present the CCNP concept and
discuss the research challenges related to collaboration and cognition.
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1 Introduction

The functioning of our society is becoming increasingly vulnerable to severe disturbances
by natural (or man-made) causes such as large fires. The effects on people can be devastating
and the economic loss may be high. There is an urgent need for tools to prevent, deal with
and mitigate the effects of such severe disturbances. An example tool is the public safety
services based on the cooperation of a large number of heterogeneous devices belonging to
all potential public-safety actors operating in harsh wireless communication environments.
The goal of such services is to prevent and deal with the public safety threats and emer-
gencies where present communication systems are not up to the challenge. A dependable
communication infrastructure is needed to allow effective collaboration and cooperation of
all actors, ranging from different types of professionals (police, firemen, etc.) to the general
public. Furthermore, citizens of the developed countries are becoming a source of sensing
and image information through their personal devices, providing additional resources to deal
with exceptional situations.

Consider an emergency case, for instance, a devastating earthquake. During and after
the earthquake, cellular networks are generally out of order due to two main reasons: (1)
impaired or damaged based stations and backbone networks; or (2) the base stations cannot
handle the call requests in emergency cases where almost everybody tries to make calls and
dropped calls are redialled [1]. Under such circumstances, the managed networks may fail to
provide services. However, the networked devices may collaborate with each other to form
an alternative operational network which may be used, for instance, to identify the position
of a person stuck under a collapsed building. An opportunistically formed ad hoc network
in the incidence area may provide group communications [2] and cooperation among emer-
gency teams and forces, and other actors involved. There are also many other networks and
resources available, public and private, infrastructure-based and ad-hoc, with different char-
acteristics and aimed at different applications, that can assist in supporting the instances that
deal with emergencies. Along with the recent proliferation of the endemic sensor networks,
the number of these resources is expected to become abundant in the near future, creating
a huge redundancy which may be exploited to enhance the provided quality of service or
experience. If suitable solutions for cooperation were available, all these heterogeneous net-
works and resources could collaborate to provide a dependable and flexible communication,
sensing and acting substrate.

Next to public safety services, another epitome is the arena of eHealth applications. For
example, consider that an elderly person, who lives independently, has a serious health prob-
lem. An eHealth service provided to the elderly person may detect an emergency situation,
for instance, through the wearable sensors. The personal monitoring system of the elderly
person then raises an alarm for the emergency intervention of paramedics. As soon as a para-
medic arrives at the elderly person’s house, his networked devices collaborate with the elderly
person’s devices which are opportunistic to the paramedic. Such emergencies may happen at
inconvenient places and times. Instead of enumerating all emergency cases and designing an
application for each one of the enumerated cases, an intelligent and opportunistic network
formation may adapt itself to the circumstances.

The networked devices proliferate, as diverse applications are introduced. The Wireless
World Research Forum (WWRF) predicts that there will be 1000 wireless devices per person
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Fig. 1 A perspective on the present Internet

on average in 2017 [3]. When the population on earth is considered, the total number of nodes
will be in the order of trillions. Designing a scalable architecture for such large networks,
which may have to be formed opportunistically, will be a serious challenge. Beyond the sca-
lability issues, management and control of the network will be very cumbersome if legacy
solutions are employed in the design. Trillions of devices suggest more than a self-organizing
architecture. The complexity of emerging ICT paradigms grows rapidly and the new tech-
nologies are heterogeneous, distributed and dynamic in nature as can be seen in Fig. 1. It is
not realistic to assume management by human experts. We envisage Collaborative and Cog-
nitive Network Platform (CCNP) as a new architecture which addresses these challenges and
exploits cooperation opportunities in a cognitive way based on Personal Network technology
[4]. CCNP is not an ad-hoc solution, tailored to a specific problem, but one that is based
on an approach leading to solutions that are future-proof. It should be able to incorporate
future developments in basic technologies, e.g., new radio interfaces, and be able to cope
with evolving user requirements and objectives.

When the technology, experience and business drivers as presented in [5] are considered,
CCNP provides a holistic architectural choice as depicted in Fig. 2. Technology started in the
form of manual processes in history. Scientists recognized that adaptive systems may perform
better than the automation which had replaced the manual operation. The technology trend is
towards cognitive systems. In terms of business drivers, instead of stove-piped and isolated
applications, transsectoral applications are envisaged where different business sectors coop-
erate with each other. CCNP will provide a substrate for transsectoral applications in which
actors from multiple sectors closely collaborate and as such gain significant added value at
reduced cost. Presently, business sectors develop their own communication infrastructure and
solutions. This approach leads to non-scalable solutions when used in other business sectors.
For example, voice over IP, may be considered as an initial transsectoral application. With
the recent proliferation of communication technologies, users require a seamless architecture
that alleviates the difficulties of system configuration and enhances usability. All these trends
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Fig. 2 Experience, technology and business drivers for CCNP. Redrawn from [5]

converge at the CCNP core which provides a unified, seamless and cognitive architecture
facilitating collaboration as illustrated in Fig. 2.

The Present Internet evolved largely into a non-optimized static network. The limita-
tions and the problems of wireless networking such as mobility of users, heterogeneity of
devices/networks and interdependent security issues are not addressed adequately in the
present Internet. The static environment created by the Internet is invalidated by the develop-
ments in mobile wireless communications. Sporadic disconnections, unreliable links and high
error rates in wireless communication among heterogeneous power-limited devices stimulate
research in the design of the Future Internet. Furthermore, recent developments in wireless
sensor networks, in-body or body area networks, personal area networks, and delay tolerant
networks must be incorporated in the Future Internet. Such networks create an explosion at
the edges of the Internet [6]. One should not forget that the Internet of Things is emerging
from the proliferation of cheap wireless devices and the opportunity to interconnect any
artifact.

The present network architecture designs are based on known applications and user
requirements considering the capabilities of the underlying networks, where network
resource allocations are based on worst case scenarios. However, the requirements of future
ad hoc applications and services are not known. Instead of tailoring applications based on the
constraints of the communication technologies at design-time, an adaptive network may tai-
lor itself and allocate resources dynamically on the fly, based on the application requirements
and resource opportunities. With this scheme, applications development can be easier and
faster. Furthermore, the applications can be portable across heterogeneous platforms with the
help of virtualization technologies. An adequate solution is to make the network intelligent
to make decisions and allocate resources opportunistically in the presence of information
which may be:
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– incomplete: due to the large scale of the network, decisions may have to be taken based
on local information.

– misleading or inconsistent: due to errors and dynamics in the networks, some pieces
may already be invalidated at processing time. The operational conditions may change
drastically and instantaneously.

– malicious: depending on the presence of malicious users, the produced data may also be
misleading.

– highly correlated: due to the spatial-temporal dynamics of the network, the collected
data may be redundant and highly correlated. An example may be the correlation of
temperature measurements in a field by sensor networks or target presence decisions in
surveillance applications [7].

Besides the unknown future application requirements, it is clear that the demand for
larger throughput will continue to increase, driven by bandwidth demanding applications.
Moreover, the number of networked devices will increase and require a larger aggregated
bandwidth of the order of Tbits per second. Another significant issue in the deployment of
future networks will be the large bandwidth requirement associated with the transportation
of the application data.

The threats to the security and safety of humans change continually in time. For instance,
a PEW Internet survey shows that 66% of the experts contributing to the survey expects a
devastating attack on the networked information systems in this decade [8]. Internet, being
a scale-free network, is robust against random errors. However, due to clustering and having
nodes with a large degree, Internet becomes highly susceptible to intentional attacks to the
highly-connected routers [9]. Decentralizing network architectures is a counter measure for
such attacks. Furthermore, networks must be resilient to attacks by being adaptable to such
exceptional circumstances [10]. The measures implemented up to now could not yet man-
age to solve the problems adequately. Sagarin et al. conducted cross-disciplinary research to
determine the common patterns of dependability in natural systems. They assert that the best
place to search for a dependable solution is nature. Many organisms have managed to survive
for millions of years and defeated the encountered threats by decentralization, adaptation
and cooperation [10]. Hence, we claim that cognition for adaptation and cooperation may
enhance the security of the Future Internet which will natively be a distributed environment.
CCNP may also enhance the dependability of the Future Internet from this perspective.

CCNP is a distributed platform which employs cognition to enhance the adaptation capa-
bilities of its entities and enables cooperation inherently. The cognitive aspect at the core
of CCNP goes beyond cognitive radio. In this paper, we present the CCNP concept and
the associated research challenges. We present the challenges in two domains: collaboration
and cognition. These two domains may appear as orthogonal concepts to each other. How-
ever, there is interdependence. Cognition may facilitate collaboration and vice versa. The
interdependence will become clear throughout the text.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, the CCNP concept is presented. In
Sects. 3 and 4, the research challenges related to collaboration and cognition are discussed,
respectively.

2 Collaborative and Cognitive Network Platforms (CCNP)

Cognitive networking [11] aims at introducing intelligence into the network architectures that
goes beyond simple adaptation capabilities. Collaborative and Cognitive Network Platforms
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Fig. 3 Personals Networks may facilitate cooperation at different levels

(CCNP) is a visionary concept, derived from Personal Networks (PN). PNs are distributed
cooperative systems which provide an inherently secure and cooperative distributed envi-
ronment for personal devices. They are self-organizing systems that adapt automatically to
spatial-temporal dynamics such as availability of resources [4].

A PN autonomously interconnects the personal devices of the user in a secure fashion
and offers users access to the services provided on the nodes. Users access and use services
through any device in the PN. A personal area network connects the devices located in the
vicinity of each other, whereas, PNs provide virtual vicinity for geographically distributed
devices. In a PN, nodes may communicate with each other independent of their location as
shown in Fig. 3. At the connectivity level, various heterogeneous technologies form clusters
in a self-organized fashion in order to exploit the scarce resources better. At this level, the
communication takes place in the physical vicinity. By abstracting the connectivity level
using the Internet Protocol (IP), the Network Level enables cooperation among distributed
clusters by forming a self-organized overlay network. At the services level which resides on
this overlay network, services, applications and users may collaborate with each other. The
overlay network facilitates collaboration independent of the location of the devices.

Such overlay networks may federate with each other to form larger collaborative systems.
A PN federation (PNF) is defined as a temporal, ad hoc, opportunity- or purpose-driven
secure network of independent PNs. Example scenarios of PNFs include project networks,
where colleagues organize a project meeting and federate their PNs to prepare project docu-
ments and health-care networks, where family members and medical professionals federate
to allow access to medical sensor information of patients. By federating, some subset of
personal resources or services is made accessible to other people to achieve a common goal.

PNs and their federations provide a natural basis for introducing cognition into all system
layers to achieve particular system objectives. In CCNP, the cognitive control plane may be
deemed as the entity where cognition is introduced into the architecture as shown in Fig. 4.
Sensor networks and other architectural components provide context information about the
environment, user and applications to the cognitive control plane. The context information
is then collocated and analyzed to predict the user preferences and conditions of the enti-
ties of the communication and computation substrate. Gathered history information is used
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Fig. 4 Control plane in the
collaborative and cognitive
network platforms

to determine the patterns, to produce decisions at several protocol layers and to fine-tune
the components. In this way, objectives and requirements of applications and users can be
satisfied and conflicts among the objectives may be solved with minimal user intervention.

The cognitive control plane provides smart decisions to control the resource sharing opera-
tions, and collects and manages the state transitions over the lifetime of resource sharing oper-
ations. In CCNP, the decisions are produced by the cognitive control plane as shown in Fig. 4.
CCNP provides a natural basis for introducing cognition into all system layers to achieve
particular system objectives. The goal of the cognitive control plane is to achieve a network
architecture capable of redesigning itself or changing its strategies according to a set of objec-
tives such us improving the quality of service or optimizing the management of the available
resources. Since the cognitive engine has to solve multi-objective optimization problems, the
solutions are Pareto-optimal [11]. Based on the gathered context about the resources, user
objectives and mobility patterns, the cognitive engine plans, decides and executes the proper
action such as adapting a protocol parameter or allocating physical resources to applications
or services. The elements in the cognitive engine may be neural networks, swarm intelligence,
evolutionary programming, immune or fuzzy systems, etc. The cognitive engine adapts itself
continuously by using the context database, and a priori actions and their feedbacks.

When the heterogeneity of the underlying devices and networks are considered, there will
be a large number of resources. These resources must be represented as virtual resources and
mapped to physical resources dynamically to enable portability of applications and to enhance
the resource utilization without affecting the already developed applications. Therefore, one
of the research challenges is mapping of the resources to corresponding virtual resources [6].
The cognitive control plane does the mapping on the run. This sort of mapping must provide
enough information about the capabilities of the resources, while the device/network capa-
bility information must be harmonized in the CCNP. In this way, CCNP can be considered
as a distributed middleware abstracting all kinds of heterogeneity in the physical resources
as shown in Fig. 5.

The cognitive control plane may identify faults based on the information obtained and
stored in a context and state database. While filtering out useless information, the states of
the virtual and physical resources and their run-time mappings may be monitored and fault
tolerance decisions may be fed back to the cognitive control plane. On identification of the
faults, context switching and other fault management decisions and actions may be sug-
gested to the communication stack. Furthermore, the cognitive control plane may facilitate
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Fig. 5 Control plane in the collaborative cognitive network platforms

exploitation of the redundancy in the physical resource pool. For instance, the cognitive
control plane may take decisions as to where the content should be stored and replicated.

The optimization decision taken by the cognitive engine must generally be produced
rapidly on the fly. Various techniques can be adopted, however, learning from the past-expe-
riences and producing a policy set would be the most rapid approach. Matching the current
state to a clustered policy base, will enable producing decisions faster. Therefore, the cogni-
tive control plane runs some cognitive elements in an offline fashion to produce and update
the policy database periodically or when a significant event that may change the decisions
happens in an event-driven way. Then, when a decision is to be produced, pattern classifica-
tion techniques can be applied using some similarity measures to match the observed state
to a policy which in turn can be used to derive the actions.

The CCNP requires input through observations of the states of the virtual or physical
resources; e.g., state of the congestion levels in the network, to which the multimedia trunks
are assigned, residual battery levels, queue sizes of the services, memory utilization of the
applications or user behaviors. Although we give examples related to networking applica-
tions, the CCNP concept is a generic concept which can be extended to other domains. To
learn the behavior of the infrastructure, context information must be gathered and stored in
a database. Wireless sensor networks or other networks and elements can be employed to
gather the context. The context is not only related to the physical entities in the system, but
also to information about the CCNP entities, services, applications and also users. Instead
of using the vast amount of unprocessed data, the input can be filtered to extract the use-
ful information that can be considered as feature extraction. Producing accurate and timely
decisions and the price of the ignorance caused by extraction of the data considered to be
irrelevant are some of the research questions.

A cognitive element that can be employed in the cognitive control plane for multi-objective
resource optimization is machine learning. It is in charge of maintaining experience of re-
source utilizations. The resource utilization knowledge must be consolidated and invalidated
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in the context/state database. Machine learning can be employed as a classification learning
tool. The classification is a function that maps the states to a (or a set of) strategies. The
cognitive control plane needs to enrich the context/state and policy database continuously by
introducing new strategies and policies. Inductive logic programming is suitable for this task.

After briefly introducing the CCNP concept, we present the two seemingly distinct
concepts, collaboration and cognition in Sect. 3 and 4, respectively.

3 Collaboration

In a collaborative system, independent individual components work together to create a value
greater than the sum of the values of the individual components. This is a common natural
process that can be seen in life; e.g., cells form organs which form humans which form soci-
eties. Distributed wireless networks facilitate cooperation at all levels of the systems starting
from the physical layer to the applications and enable cooperation among users. For exam-
ple, cooperative relays increase the throughput; multi-hopping intensifies the connectivity;
transsectoral services facilitate re-usability and cross-layer designs enhance the efficiency.

For example, consider an ad hoc network of nodes where a reactive routing protocol is
employed. When a node has a packet, the routes are discovered. Assume that there is a mali-
cious or selfish user in the network which does not contribute to the route discovery process
by relaying the route request packets. If the user is a malicious one, in this way, some part
of the topology can be hidden. If the user is selfish, it may drop the route request messages
to conserve its energy. For both cases, the consequence can be detrimental depending on
the topology especially when the malicious user is acting as the only bridge between two
sub-networks. In this case, two-sub-networks are disconnected depending on the operation
of the malicious user. The other nodes cannot individually determine the existence of a mali-
cious user. A rating mechanism coupled with cooperation (interaction among the nodes to
exchange the ratings of neighboring nodes) is required to identify the malicious or selfish
users. Such defectors may exist in any kind of social or physical network.

Natural selection may favor for defectors rather than the cooperators in unstructured pop-
ulations [12]. However, cooperation is one of the fundamentals of the evolution of biological
systems. Ohtsuki et al. present a very simple rule for the case in which natural selection
favors cooperation. They claim that if the ratio of the benefit, b to the cost, c of an act exceeds
the connectivity degree of the individual, k (i.e., if b/c > k), cooperators dominate defectors.
A cooperator is defined to be the individual that pays a cost c to receive a benefit, b and a
defector pays no cost and does not provide benefits to others [12].

Repeated interactions among the nodes may increase the level of cooperation. If players
meet for the first time in the prisoner’s dilemma, the optimal option is to defect. However, as
the number of interactions increases, cooperation may be favored. Beyond the successful tit-
for-tat strategy (cooperate initially and continue to cooperate as long as the partner cooperates
in the previous stages), raise the stake strategy is also another one which is about being nice,
retaliating and forgiving [13]. In the raise-the-stake approach, individuals invest a low stake
in their first encounters with each other and they raise the investment with the cooperators in
a reciprocal fashion. This strategy minimizes the losses at the first encounter. Consequently,
a trust relationship is built progressively as the individuals interact with each other. This
fact suggests that there is a correlation between cooperation level and friendship measured in
terms of connectivity [13]. Interactions impact the level of cooperation [14]. Interactions may
be local if the population has a spatial structure. In CCNP, this phenomena can be explained
as cooperation at the connectivity level within the physical vicinity. Interactions can also be
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remote which requires some information exchange. When remote interactions are needed,
the cooperation strategy may be implemented at the network or services levels as shown in
Fig. 3.

It is shown that animals and humans cooperate much more than the level predicted by the
present game theory [15]. Mike M.-Gibbons discusses in [15] that a new kind of game theory
must be developed to understand the impact of several other factors such as group dynamics
or network structures by considering the players of the game as complex adaptive systems.

In the sequel, we briefly elaborate on the collaboration techniques that are being employed
in the present networking technologies. The collaboration techniques being employed in net-
works are categorized as vertical, horizontal and dual-stack collaboration. In the vertical
collaboration, different layers in the ISO/OSI model share information with each other to
satisfy the requirements. Peer layers in the communication stack cooperate with each other
in the horizontal dimension. If there are multiple stacks in the communication architecture,
e.g., wake-up radio in sensor nodes, then the distinct stacks collaborate with each other in
the multiple-stack approach.

3.1 Vertical Collaboration

A recent problem statement to IETF clearly describes the vertical collaboration requirement
[16]. In this Internet Draft, it is stated that applications and services cannot efficiently use the
provided network capabilities due to the lack of interaction between the networked applica-
tions and the network [16]. This deficiency leads to poor exploitation of the resources and
degradation of the quality of service. Cross-layer interactions, which we refer to as vertical
collaboration in this paper, are required. For example, medium access control (MAC) proto-
cols or link-state based routing algorithms may leverage the awareness in the dynamics of
the radio channel.

The ISO/OSI layers abstract the communication and networking functionalities that may
easily become convoluted. Although abstractions enable modular designs, they also intro-
duce additional challenges. An essential difference between wired and wireless networks
arise especially when quality of service provisioning is considered. For example, assume
that TCP is used at the transport layer in a wireless network. Providing quality of service
at the transport layer requires differentiating congestion in the network from bit errors in
the physical layers, packet errors (e.g., ACK) due to collisions at the data link layer or from
packet error due to routing failures (e.g., in a mobile ad hoc network). Tackling such prob-
lems requires cross-layer interactions and collaborations. The performance of a system may
be enhanced by vertical collaboration which is enabled with the interactions among layers
in a stove-piped system. Vertical collaboration is generally facilitated through cross-layer
implementations. For instance, link state routing protocols developed for ad hoc networks
use information from physical and data link layers. Advanced cross-layer designs such as
knowledge-plane are discussed in [5] by Fortuna and Mohorcic. Some simple examples of
vertical collaboration are presented in Table 1. Vertical collaboration raises the cooperation
level in an entity; however, horizontal collaboration is required for improving the performance
of the system and entity in their interactions with other entities or with each other.

3.2 Horizontal Collaboration

There are various cooperation techniques between peer layer when the ISO/OSI layering
architecture is considered. At the physical layer, cooperation may be achieved by transmitting
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Table 1 Examples of horizontal collaboration opportunities at different ISO/OSI layers

Example Layers

PHY MAC NET TRP APPL

Transmission adaptation [17] � �
MAC scheduling [18] � �
Link state routing [19] � � �
TCP over wireless channels [20] � � � �
File distribution systems [16] � � � � �
Streaming content distribution systems [16] � � � � �
PHY physical layer, MAC medium access sublayer of data link layer, NET network layer, TRP transport layer,
APPL application layer

the same signal by multiple nodes in the network to reduce the bit error rate or to conserve
energy. When the medium access protocols are analyzed, the nodes may cooperate to resolve
the channel access conflicts and collisions. At the network layer, relaying is one of the sim-
plest cooperation technique. At the transport layer, nodes on a route may cooperate to reserve
bandwidth in order to provide quality of service to the applications. In general, the peer layers
of the protocol stack cooperate with each other to satisfy the requirements in the horizontal
collaboration. Some examples of the horizontal collaboration techniques are presented in
Table 2. In the following sections, we elaborate on some of the examples shown in Table 2.

3.2.1 Physical Layer

Wireless networks, thanks to their distributed nature, facilitate collaboration and distributed
signal processing which may help conserve energy significantly and increase efficiency. Wire-
less services require a certain quality of service (QoS) for reliable operation. Data and video
communication systems require a higher degree of QoS compared to voice communication
systems. QoS may be measured in terms of the bit error rate (BER). For example, the BER
requirement for WiFi (wireless local area networks) and GSM (Wireless mobile telephony)
are 10−5 and 10−3, respectively. As more and more ICT-enabled energy conservation sys-
tems rely on wireless communications, those systems pose serious environmental concerns
themselves. Therefore, energy preservation by employing smart signal processing and com-
munication techniques is of paramount importance. One way to increase power efficiency
of such communication systems is to employ multiple antennas. This is easier to achieve
in wireless access points or base stations than in portable mobile terminals due to the size
constraints. Consequently, a need is felt for other power efficient techniques. Cooperative
communications is a key enabler to boost the performance of wireless communication links
and offers significant power savings. The cooperation strategy is to transmit the same sig-
nal in a coordinated fashion by multiple terminals as can be seen in Fig. 6. Therefore, in a
cooperative communication environment each mobile acts both as a user and a relay at the
physical layer. This helps to counter the deleterious impact of fading which is typical of a
wireless communication channel and helps to boost the system performance.

In cooperative communications (CC), nodes in a network (e.g., of a WiFi network) help
each other communicate their signals over independent fading channels. For example, as
can be seen in Fig. 6, User 2 helps User 1 to transmit the signals to the access point. In
step 1, when User 1 broadcasts its message, the access point (AP) receives the signal. In the
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Table 2 Examples of vertical collaboration techniques and opportunities

ISO/OSI layer Examples

Application layer Transsectoral services and applications

Context provisioning by sensor networks to applications

Rating of users for setting up trust relationships

Identification of malicious or selfish users

Femtocells facilitating cooperation with operators and end-users

Transport layer Quality of service provisioning

Conflict resolution in service level agreements

TCP over wireless channels through proxies in splitting approach

Network layer Relaying and routing

Multi-point relays for minimization of control traffic (e.g., OLSR)

Identification of stale routes

Route caching

Adaptive hybrid routing

Data link layer Collision resolution

Rate adaptation using beacons

Transmission power adaptation

Wake-up receivers for channel reservation

Spectrum sensing using sensor networks for cognitive radio networks

Distributed localization

Physical layer Cooperative communication

Network coding

Frequency reuse through cooperative communication

Cognitive radio to increase spectrum efficiency

Wake-up receivers for event-driven communications [21]

Fig. 6 Cooperative communications example

meantime, User 2 can also receive the same signal. Since relay (aka helper or cooperator)
is closer to both source and destination, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at the relay (node
belongs to User 2) is larger compared to the SNR at the destination (AP). At step 2, the relay
node sends the same signal to the AP. Then, when the AP receives both signals, it decodes
the message by employing a signal combination technique (step 3 in Fig. 6). Since the same
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message is conveyed to the AP over independent fading channels, the SNR at the destina-
tion is larger and a lower BER can be achieved. Assume that a power budget is allocated
to the source. Some portion of this budget can be employed for relaying (without any addi-
tional power requirement) and a lower BER can be provided at the destination when CC is
employed compared to direct line-of-sight (LOS) communications. Instead of decreasing the
BER, it may be kept the same and then cooperative communications can facilitate reducing
the overall energy consumption.

A number of investigations regarding the performance gains of cooperative communica-
tions in wireless networks have been carried out. Our recent study [22] reveals the impressive
gains obtained by cooperative communications compared to a non-cooperative communica-
tion (NCC) system. Average received signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) required for achieving a
BER of 10−3 in LOS and non-line-of-sight (NLOS) wireless communication scenarios for
standard non cooperative communications (NCC) and cooperative communications are stud-
ied. By just employing a single cooperative relay, the source energy can be conserved up to
50% for the LOS case. For NLOS, the gains are event more impressive [22].

Cooperative communications can also increase the data rate. Consider a situation in which
the direct path between the source and destination has a low bit rate compared to the source-
to-relay and relay-to-destination data rates. In this case, the total delay of indirect path is
less than direct one. Other advantage can be the frequency reuse. The unlicensed frequency
band is a scarce resource. So each frequency band must be reused in other cells. For instance,
in a cellular network there is a pattern to allow frequency reuse. With help of cooperative
communications and proper power allocation, the signal strength of a single path is much
less than the traditional method. So the signal to interference ratio will decrease and this can
help the system performance [22].

3.2.2 Data Link Layer

Collaboration at MAC layer is introduced in [23], where a source node selects a single partner
upon link quality basis before initiation of data transmission in a proactive way. Collaborative
relaying takes place when a transmission failure at the sender is detected. Only DATA and
ACK frames are cooperatively relayed. RTS/CTS messages are disabled, they are enabled
only when the sender experiences transmission failures with its partner. Cooperative Diver-
sity MAC (CD-MAC) outperforms conventional MAC with respect to packet delivery ratio
and end-to-end delay in a noisy environment. A cross layer coding approach is presented in
[24] to improve BER performance and reduce the complexity of the receiver. The scheme is
based on Hybrid Automatic Repeat Request (H-ARQ) and works in a cooperative relaying
manner. Data encoding/decoding is carried out via a cross layer approach using both physical
layer and upper layer forward error correction (FEC) scheme. The proposed mechanism has
better BER and signal-to-noise ratio performances compared to conventional approaches.

3.2.3 Network Layer

Multi-hop communication and relaying is one of the basic collaboration techniques which
has been employed for many years. We showed that a single relay device properly positioned
in the middle of the network area at the same height with other nodes can reduce path loss by
33% [25]. This result motivates the multi-hop communication for 60 GHz indoor networks
and two hops are generally sufficient for typical indoor scenarios. Using relay nodes provides
advantages on amount of path loss due to nonlinear relation between distance and path loss.
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The delay imposed by relaying degrades the network throughput by a factor of two.
Whereas, the throughput is reduced by a factor of 10 in 60 GHz networks due to an obstacle
causing 10 dB attenuation [26]. It is possible to bypass an obstacle and keep connectivity of
network via relay. Considering the distribution of network nodes in a 60 GHz home network,
two-hop communication is satisfactory for most of the cases [27]. One relay may sufficiently
enhance the connectivity in 60 Ghz networks. If the direct link between two nodes is blocked
with an obstacle, the gain due to relaying will be larger since the direct link will suffer from
severe attenuation. In these scenarios, no intelligence is assumed in the protocols. If there
are intelligent devices which are capable of assessing the link quality, then nodes may select
the best path among two options and larger gains may be achievable. 1.8 dB gain is the worst
case gain provided by relaying among all possible cases [25].

3.2.4 Application Layer

Future networks will be composed of many heterogeneous networks. We envisage that ser-
vices will be provided on such networks to and from different business sectors. This fact can
already be observed in the fixed-mobile convergence of the voice over IP applications on
the Internet. Furthermore, end-users (consumers) will generate and deliver services to other
consumers. A generic infrastructure is required for supporting such heterogeneous services
from dissimilar sectors. When other sectors such as eHealth and energy are considered, con-
vergence is more challenging. This concept is referred to as transsectoral infrastructure [28].
Designing a generic substrate is the objective of transsectoral concept to sustain applications
of different business sectors rather than employing stove-piped and dedicated applications
and networks for each sector. The transsectoral infrastructure may then facilitate collaboration
among diverse business sectors to enhance the quality of the lives of citizens by introducing
an integral cooperative architecture formed of different sectors in the society (e.g., eHealth,
education, energy). Individual sectors may be considered as nodes in a graph, and the edges
may represent possible interactions and contributions. Contributions (skill, finance, product)
from different sectors can provide durable solutions for existing problems and meet future
social demands. We believe that CCNP may be the generic architecture aimed at by the
transsectoral concept.

To achieve the transsectoral concept, heterogeneous technologies should converge to col-
laborate with each other. One of the adequate examples of the convergence in cellular net-
works is through the femtocells. Femtocells facilitate cooperation between the end-users and
network operators by reducing the site management and energy costs of the operators. Fem-
tocell is a small cellular base station designed to be used in residential or indoor environments
[29,30]. This small device provides indoor wireless coverage and uses the existing broadband
Internet connections for backhauling the traffic to the network operator. The need for indoor
cellular coverage is becoming a necessity because 3G mobile technologies are spreading
despite their poor indoor coverage. The femtocell concept is applicable to all kinds of cellu-
lar systems. The mobile network subscriber purchases the femtocell through the subscribed
mobile operator, installs it and the operator activates the femtocell utilization. The subscriber,
then, uses the legacy handset to communicate through the femtocells. To enable operation in
the licensed spectrum, the operators need to manage the device and the femtocell must share
the purchased spectrum with the macro cells. Although, currently femtocells are produced
for existing cellular network standards, such as UMTS, products supporting WiMAX and
LTE are emerging, as well. Femtocells can also be deemed as fixed mobile convergence gate-
ways due to their support for dual mode operations. To exploit the femtocell opportunities,
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the Femto Forum was established as a not-for-profit membership organisation in 2007 [31]
with the objective of developing open standards for product interoperability. The technical
challenges of femtocells are listed in [29] as resource allocation, timing/synchronization,
interference management, mobility support, bridging femtocells with operator network over
IP and backhaul QoS.

3.3 Multiple-Stack Collaboration

Embedded systems, pervasive communications and wireless sensor networks have recently
been considered as cooperating objects [32] with great synergetic potential in achieving
various objectives, in particular in the realm of significantly reducing energy consump-
tion. The basic idea is that individual entities (sensors, actuators, etc.) strive to reach a
common goal by collaborating. Energy is the bottleneck of sustainability in many crit-
ical applications. For example, in a home automation system where energy consuming
devices are controlled through cooperating objects, keeping all devices operational all
the time results in excessive energy consumption. Instead of always-on or sleep-sched-
uled systems that have been proposed until now, smart event-triggered, on-demand oper-
ation of the network may improve the energy efficiency and the lifetime of the sys-
tem.

For successful data delivery, the destination nodes should be listening to the medium to
receive data when the sender node starts data communication which is referred as rendez-
vous [33]. The most energy-efficient rendezvous scheme is utilizing wake-up radios. Pure
synchronous rendezvous requires recurrent time synchronization and consumes consider-
able energy because of idle listening or overhearing. In pseudo-asynchronous rendezvous,
source nodes wake up and emit a preamble signal. The preamble time is long enough to
coincide with the schedule of the destination node. Upon sensing the preamble, the destina-
tion recognizes the intended packet transmission. Time synchronization is not required, but
sensors still follow a duty cycle and consume considerable energy with preamble signalling.
In pure asynchronous rendezvous, sensors reside in deep sleep and can be woken up by their
neighbors on demand with very low-power event-driven radio receivers. Whenever a node
intends to send a packet, at first it wakes up the destination node, then sends the packet.
Therefore, event-driven radio is a solution to the redundant energy consumption caused by
rendezvous.

Though the concept of event-driven networking is known, an additional wake-up receiver
may significantly change the energy efficiency of the communications systems by a cooper-
ative dual PHY-MAC stack. In this approach, an event-driven stack is cooperating with the
main communication stack to maximize the efficiency of the communication. A new cross-
layer concept is brought up in this approach where a low-power radio enhances the operation
of the main radio. Existing work mostly addresses the wake-up receiver design issues and
does not consider cross-layer multi-hop networking issues. There are still open theoreti-
cal and practical problems. For example, event-triggered cooperative clustering techniques
need to be developed to conserve energy through exploiting the spatiotemporal correlations
among events [34]. The cooperative and cross-layer dual stack may adapt the network to
the event rate and consequently conserve energy or help the main stack to mitigate various
problems such as collision avoidance. Novel topology management techniques have to be
developed to mitigate the impact of the irregular communication ranges of the wake-up and
main radios.
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4 Cognition

The roots of cognition in computer science lie on Cognitive Psychology which was introduced
by Ulric Neisser in 1967. According to Ulric Neisser “cognitive psychology refers to all pro-
cesses by which the sensory input is transformed, reduced, elaborated, stored, recovered and
used” [35]. This definition of Cognition states that the process begins with the collection of
sensory input, continues with filtering, transforming the input and finishes after storing it as
meaningful data. Later, the stored data is recalled and used in our actions.

In communication networks, the term Cognition was first used by Mitola in [36] as “the
mix of declarative and procedural knowledge in a self-aware learning system.” Mitola’s defi-
nition of cognition depends on cognitive psychologists’ knowledge descriptions. Declarative
knowledge refers to information that is static and unchanging, whereas procedural knowl-
edge tends to be dynamic and changing [37]. Procedural knowledge can be simply defined
as the information that it is easier to show to someone than it is told, like describing the
principles of riding a bicycle. Besides this definition of cognition, in cognitive networks it
is mostly referred to as the cognition cycle [36] (feedback loop in [38]). Cognition cycle is
a learning model where there is a feedback loop which elaborates and transforms the infor-
mation according to the feedbacks gathered as a response to our actions. The actions that we
perform, originate from the prior knowledge which are collected from outside, then reduced
and elaborated after the feedback (learning phase). As mentioned in [38] Observe, Orient,
Decide, Act (OODA) is an example of feedback model that is used in military processes.

4.1 Proposed Architectures

In [38], the cognitive process is designed to involve three components: the specification
language, cognition layer, and network input. These components follow the feedback loop
discussed above. The specification language is a kind of QoS specification language which
aims to connect the requirements of the application layer to the cognitive layer. The cogni-
tion layer is where the cognition loop is placed. It can be set up as centralized or distributed
according to the aspects of the network. Machine learning techniques such as artificial neu-
ral networks and genetic algorithms could be incorporated in the cognition layer, the choice
depends on what the network goals are and how these problems are set up. Lastly, the feedback
loop is completed with the input from the network, physical resources and users.

Clark et al. proposed in [39] for the first time, the idea of a new network that could assemble
itself, reassemble itself as conditions change, automatically detect problems in the network
and fix them if possible with the use of a knowledge-based control plane. The requirements
of an effective knowledge-based control plane are defined in [39] as follows.

– It should be distributed.
– It should be bottom up (simple entities can compose complex ones).
– It should be constraint driven.
– Moves from simple to complex in the sense that composition of simple entities creates

more requirements or constraints.
– It must be able to collect, filter reduce and distribute observations, assertions and extract

conclusions from different parts of the network.
– It must operate successfully with incomplete and inaccurate information.
– It must be prepared to reason about the collected information.

Based on the proposed description of the knowledge plane, the authors in [40] proposed
an architecture based on machine learning tools, which could be integrated in autonomic
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architectures instead of considering it as a new autonomic architecture itself. Cognitive net-
working as defined in [11] introduces intelligence into the network architectures. Network
becomes an active, intelligent and autonomous element able to interact with and adapt to the
environment.

Another architecture proposal is CogNet [41], which gathers information in a distributed
environment and also stores this information again in a distributed repository. The aim is to
combine the experience of each node in the network and use it to leverage the overall network
performance. The authors present their architecture’s performance with CogTCP, the CogNet
enabled TCP. In a CogTCP enabled wireless access point, the experiences from the same
network to the same destination are accumulated. Then, in a multiple ongoing connection
scenario, the end nodes fetch the accumulated information from the distributed repository
and make use of them to leverage their TCP performance such as avoiding the slow start
phase and unnecessary throughput degradation related to congestion control.

A cognitive Resource Manager (CRM) is proposed in [42] where the knowledge-plane is
employed. The CRM has a machine learning toolbox which carries out cross layer optimi-
zations applied on a great variety of information from the application layer, the underlying
networking and data link layer as well as the operating system. The toolbox has a wide
spectrum involving artificial neural networks, Bayesian reasoning, genetic algorithms, time
series analysis, simulated annealing and coloring.

A channel allocation architecture depending on the island genetic algorithm is presented
in [43]. While using the island genetic algorithm for distributed optimization, a fuzzy logic
controller is being considered to reduce the uncertainty and noise at the input.

SmartA [44] is a collection of previously proposed architectures on cognitive networks.
It integrates Context Manager [45], Resource Manager [46], Stack Manager [42] and intro-
duces Service Manager. The Service Manager’s role is to maximize the user satisfaction by
fulfilling the user requirements as best as possible.

4.2 Cognition in CCNP

Present networking and resource utilization functions follow the layered protocol archi-
tecture. By design, the abstracted layers have little information regarding the other layers.
Because of this unawareness, the network and resource utility maximization problems being
solved today produce sub-optimal results. An integrated scheme that imitates the human
approach may produce better results. Therefore, we define the role of the cognitive control
plane in the CCNP architecture as replacing the network and resource manager as much as
possible. Within this scope, the objective of the cognitive control plane is to observe, act and
learn to produce better results in real-time. This scheme is being addressed in cognitive radio
networks, which, in principle, operates in the physical and data-link layer of the OSI stack
and is usually unaware of the needs of the other layers and users. Beyond the network control
functionality, the aim of introducing cognition in the resource life cycle is to understand and
anticipate the user needs. To achieve this objective, context awareness is required to enable
the decision making process which imposes the situatedness challenge on the cognitive con-
trol plane. Situatedness challenge may be described as being embedded in the environment
and infrastructure to monitor the states. In this approach, the cognitive control plane has to
have enough degrees of freedom in acting [47].

In essence, two approaches can be employed to introduce intelligent control in the archi-
tecture, i.e.: centralized cognitive control entity or distributed middleware that runs on each
device as a virtualization layer. A hybrid approach in which distributed and centralized
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functionalities merge may perform better. In the centralized implementation, there is a cen-
tral entity in the network to run the cognitive functionalities. In the distributed middleware
approach, each entity in the network runs their own cognitive functionalities with or without
communicating to each other. In the distributed scheme, cognition becomes ubiquitous. If the
centralized approach is employed, defining only the individual cognitive control plane is not
enough to have a complete view of the system. The emergent behavior, which is a property
of a collection of subsystems due to their interactions, of the cognitive planes must also be
analyzed. For example, the cognitive control plane implemented on a device may exhibit
some selfish behavior. The overall impact of this selfishness may be balanced by adequate
selection of the strategies in the community of the devices. Such circumstances require col-
laboration among the cognitive elements. An example is presented in Sect. 3 about malicious
or selfish nodes in an ad hoc network.

The cognitive engine in the cognitive control plane solves multi-objective optimization
problems. Therefore, the solutions are Pareto-optimal [11]. Based on the gathered context,
the cognitive engine takes decisions. The elements in the cognitive engine may be neural net-
works, swarm intelligence, evolutionary programming, immune or fuzzy systems, etc. The
cognitive engine should adapt itself continuously using the feedbacks. The communication
stack provides feedbacks to the cognitive control plane as shown in Fig. 5. The cognitive
application programming interface (CAPI) provides the required interface between the vir-
tualized resources and the cognitive control plane [47].

The cognitive control plane interacts with the users and application layer as shown in
Fig. 7 to achieve three basic objectives:

1. collecting information from the users and applications through direct or indirect obser-
vations, or service level negotiations to learn and anticipate the user needs,

2. allowing the user to be in the control loop of the cognitive decision process. Although,
for the sake of autonomous operation the second functionality should be minimal, from
time to time user interventions may be required.

3. to give feedback to the user.

The cognitive control plane requires input through observations of the states of the vir-
tual or physical resources via sensors; e.g., state of the congestion levels in the network, to
which the multimedia trunks are assigned, residual battery levels, queue sizes of the services,
memory utilization of the applications or user behaviors. In order to learn the behavior of the
virtual infrastructure, context information must be gathered and stored in a database. Instead
of using the vast amount of unprocessed data, the input can be filtered to extract the useful
information that can be considered as feature extraction. Accuracy, timeliness and the price
of the ignorance are the key measures to be analyzed [11]. The price of ignorance is the
impact when a piece of data which is relevant to the decision is filtered out.

The research challenges of introducing intelligent control over the resources in the CCNP
can be summarized as follows:

– A cognitive control plane must be developed to learn and control the network elements,
aggregations and relationships among network elements, to keep track of transport enti-
ties, and their endpoints, to monitor alarms, to configure resources. How to introduce
cognition into the several layers of the heterogeneous systems to satisfy the system
and user objectives imposed by the transsectoral applications is a major challenge. The
implementation may be centralized, distributed or a combination of these two schemes.

– Decisions produced by the cognitive control plane are generally required in real-time.
Therefore, the elements of the cognitive control plane are to be designed to support
real-time resource management.
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Fig. 7 The cognitive control plane interacts with the users and application layer to achieve three basic objec-
tives

– The scene analysis and situatedness challenge must be studied. In cognitive science,
situatedness is being embedded in the environment and infrastructure to monitor the
environment and the states of the architectural elements. In this scope, sensor network-
ing applications may explicitly collaborate with the CCNP or may be within the CCNP
design.

– The cognitive network application programming interface must be specified. Definition
of the objectives, the management primitives, feedback loops, resource mappings are
part of the application programming interface.

– An intelligent resource mapping mechanism must be developed. When the heterogeneity
of the underlying devices and networks are considered, there will be a large number of
resources. These resources must be mapped to virtual resources to enable portability of
applications and enhancement of the resources without affecting the already developed
applications. Therefore, one of the research challenges is mapping of the resources to cor-
responding virtual resources. This sort of “mapping” must provide enough information
about the capabilities of the resources, while the device/network capability information
must be harmonized by virtualization.

– The price of control is also to be analyzed [11]. Introducing the cognitive plane and
the required messaging to bring in intelligence in the virtualized infrastructure may use
in-band communication resources; therefore, the trade-off between the overhead and
benefits must be analyzed.

– Developing mechanisms to make the virtualization layer as smart as possible to organize
and heal itself to reduce the number of user interventions. From the viewpoint of the
user, this reduces the complexity and increases the manageability.

– The devices and users are mobile. Therefore, the opportunistic and dynamic nature
of the underlying wireless communication technologies must also be exploited in the
CCNP. This should be done to handle the dynamic nature that can be expected from the
underlying networks.
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– Along with the four logical layers of network management defined by the International
Telecommunication Union (business, service, network and element), the user manage-
ment must be incorporated into the cognitive control plane to manage the user require-
ments and to give feedback to the user.

– Link-level cognitive architecture and cooperation mechanisms (protocols, interfaces,
algorithms) must be studied to enable the cognitive control plane of the CCNP.

– The co-existence issues among collaborating technologies must be analyzed. Transmis-
sion adaptation, dynamic frequency selection algorithms must be revisited to overcome
the co-existence problems.

– The naming, addressing and identity management issues must be studied in the CCNP
domain. There may be multiple trust domains within the CCNP.

– Horizontal, vertical and multiple-stack collaboration techniques must be studied consid-
ering the communication, operational and social cooperation levels.

5 Conclusions

With the recent proliferation of devices and networking technologies, the control and man-
agement of the networked applications will become very complex. In this paper, we present
the opportunities and challenges of a visionary concept referred to as collaborative and cog-
nitive networked platforms. The collaborative and cognitive network platforms may be an
adequate architecture to solve the scalability issues of control and management. We presented
the architecture in two major dimensions: cognition and collaboration. Cognition is required
to replace the operations manager and to make the system better adaptive to dynamics in the
system. Collaboration is studied to enhance the quality of service or experience provided by
the system by creating a holistic architecture where heterogeneous entities strive to achieve
a common goal in a dynamic and opportunistic fashion. The research challenges pertinent to
these two domains are also presented.

Open Access This article is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution Noncommer-
cial License which permits any noncommercial use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided
the original author(s) and source are credited.
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